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According to the Doctorate Regulations of the University of Amsterdam, a person who wants to be admitted to candidacy for a doctorate must meet the following requirement: “As proof of his ability to pursue independent academic scholarship, he has written a degree thesis or completed an experimental project of equivalent standard.” I am of opinion that academic scholarship in the context of applied research and development in mathematics and science education is displayed by publications in scientific journals, conference proceedings, and teacher magazines. For this reason, I compiled a monograph from such papers. In these papers I presented outcomes of my applied research and development work aimed at improving the contribution of ICT to inquiry-oriented mathematics and science education at secondary school level. I also hope and expect that secondary school teachers in exact sciences find the doctoral thesis in this way readable and interesting. My independency shows up in the following ways: I paid much attention to the mathematical tools in the integrated computer learning environment and I explored applications in various fields, such as physics, biomechanics, and chemistry. I could nourish to my heart’s content my wide interests in mathematics and natural sciences.
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